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Part I: The Grammar of Enhancements

General (but vague) definition of 

“enhancement”: 

Improving human beings with the help of 

technology. 



Part I: The Grammar of Enhancements

Question 1: What is the object of 

improvement? 

• A holistic understanding

• An atomistic understanding



Part I: The Grammar of Enhancements

Question 2: What do we mean by 

improvement of capacities?

• Capacities presupposes a social practice as 

point of reference 

• Upshot 1: Judgements about Es are 

comparative 

• Upshot 2: Judgements about Es are 

contextual
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Part I: The Grammar of Enhancements

Question 3: What technologies are HETs?

• Option (i): Technology as criterion 

• Option (ii): Effect as criterion

• Option (iii): Mode of integration into the 

biological/objective body

• Option (iv): A pragmatic criterion

• Option (v): A phenomenological criterion



Part I: The Grammar of Enhancements

Question 4: What is the point (are the 

points) of enhancement debates in the 

military and security context? 

• How HETs change the military and security 

practices? 

• Whether and how we need to change the legal 

regulation of military practice in the face of 

HETs? 
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Part II: BCIs and Autonomy 

Question: In what ways could BCIs (and 

similar HETs) affect the autonomy of 

enhanced individuals?

• Autonomy denotes the capacity to make 

decisions for oneself.



Part II: BCIs and Autonomy 

The three dimensions of autonomy:

(1) The (decision-making) capacity dimension of 

autonomy

(2) The authenticity dimension of autonomy

(3) The relational dimension of autonomy



Part II: BCIs and Autonomy 

• Case (A): BCIs that merely read/interpret brain 

activity

• Case (B): BCIs that read and modulate brain activity

in such a way that agents’ minimal decision-making 

capacity is, at least temporarily, undermined

• Case (C): BCIs that reads and modulate brain 

activity in such a way that agents’ minimal decision-

making capacity is not undermined



Case (A): BCIs that merely read/interpret brain activity

(1) The (decision-making) capacity

BCIs can raise issues for the enhanced individual about 

whether a decision has been made at all (and, by 

implication, the responsibility of the agent).



Case (A): BCIs that merely read/interpret brain activity

(2) Authenticity

Question: Do enhanced individuals integrate BCIs and the 

capacities they afford into their conscious or pre-conscious 

self-understanding (e.g. their “body schema”), and what 

implications does identification or alienation have?

• Also applies to cases (B) and (C) 



Case (A): BCIs that merely read/interpret brain activity

(3) Intersubjective Relations

Question: Under what conditions can military personnel be 

said to have consented to the installation of a BCI in a 

voluntarily and informed fashion? (also (B) and (C))

Question: What kind of control ought enhanced individuals 

retain over the operation of an HET? (also (B) and (C))

Question: Do BCIs undermine the capacity for self-

presentation and/or affect social identity? (also (B) and (C))



Case (B): BCIs read and modulate brain activity and 

undermine agents’ minimal decision-making capacity

(1) The (decision-making) capacity

We are no longer dealing with an action or agent since 

minimal decision-making capacity is undermined. 

• Ethical issue: Is complete instrumentalization compatible 

with dignity?

• Ethical Issue: Agent regret  



Case (B): BCIs read and modulate brain activity and 

undermine agents’ minimal decision-making capacity

(2) Authenticity

Authenticity is undermined since doings under the 

influence of such HETs are no longer actions



Case (B): BCIs read and modulate brain activity and 

undermine agents’ minimal decision-making capacity

(3) Intersubjective Relations 

Communicative relationships based on command and 

obedience are, at least temporarily, transformed into 

relationships in which the enhanced individual is 

completely objectified.



Case (C): BCIs read and modulate brain activity but do 

not undermine minimal decision-making capacity

(1) The (decision-making) capacity

Question: The HETs in question do not undermining 

minimal decision-making capacity and thus responsibility, 

but they still have an impact on individuals’ ‘pro-attitudes’ 

(Bublitz/Merkel 2009: 362; 367). 

This raises the issue of whether the notion of diminished 

responsibility applies in such cases. 



Case (C): BCIs read and modulate brain activity but do 

not undermine minimal decision-making capacity

(2) Authenticity 

Question: Do military and security personnel experiencing 

synchronic or diachronic alienation have a claim to have 

the BCI removed/deactivated (on the basis of their claim to 

an authentic life)?



Case (C): BCIs read and modulate brain activity but do 

not undermine minimal decision-making capacity

(3) Intersubjective Relations

Question: Could BCIs that do not suspend intersubjective 

relationships of respect nonetheless undermine relational 

presuppositions of autonomy?

Question: Do intersubjective relations based on respect 

entail the claim that the deliberative capacities and the 

views of those (to be) enhanced have to be taken into 

account at every stage? 


